Pitfalls in processing home electronic spirometric data in asthma.
Electronic spirometers offer the prospect of paperless home monitoring, but data quality is not automatically better than from conventional monitoring. The aim of this study was to determine the extent to which the quality and processing of self-recorded spirometric data from patients with asthma complied with international guidelines for spirometry. Data were from 33 subjects with poorly controlled asthma who had completed the first 9 weeks of a clinical budesonide trial. MicroMedical DiaryCard electronic spirometers were used to record three spirometric manoeuvres in twice-daily sessions. Confounding events were recorded in a paper diary. Within-session reproducibility was calculated for forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1), forced vital capacity (FVC) and peak expiratory flow (PEF) during the first week of run-in and week 9 of budesonide treatment. Geometric means of within-session reproducibility (mean difference between highest and second-highest value from each session over a one-week period) for FEV1, FVC and PEF were 76 mL, 116 mL and 18 L x min(-1), respectively, during run-in. Times of spirometric sessions varied widely, with some overlap between morning and evening session times. Manoeuvre-induced falls in PEF and FEV1 occurred only as often as expected by chance. Nonasthma events including equipment faults and painful conditions caused changes in spirometric results. Home spirometric monitoring can be carried out with excellent reproducibility in patients with asthma. However, quality-control issues are complex and an accompanying paper diary remains essential.